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Abstract
Background: Advances in image analysis and computational techniques have facilitated automatic detection of critical features in histopathology
images. Detection of nuclei is critical for squamous epithelium cervical intraepithelial neoplasia (CIN) classification into normal, CIN1,
CIN2, and CIN3 grades. Methods: In this study, a deep learning (DL)-based nuclei segmentation approach is investigated based on gathering
localized information through the generation of superpixels using a simple linear iterative clustering algorithm and training with a convolutional
neural network. Results: The proposed approach was evaluated on a dataset of 133 digitized histology images and achieved an overall nuclei
detection (object-based) accuracy of 95.97%, with demonstrated improvement over imaging-based and clustering-based benchmark techniques.
Conclusions: The proposed DL-based nuclei segmentation Method with superpixel analysis has shown improved segmentation results in
comparison to state-of-the-art methods.
Keywords: Cervical cancer, cervical intraepithelial neoplasia, convolutional neural network, deep learning, image processing,
segmentation, superpixels

Introduction
The reconstruction of medical images into digital form has
propelled the fields of medical research and clinical practice.[1]
Image processing for histopathology image applications still
has numerous challenges to overcome, especially in accurate
nuclei detection.
Cervical cancer is the fourth most prevalent female cancer
globally.[2] Over 500,000 new cases of this cancer are reported
annually, especially in Africa; over half of this total eventuates
in death.[2] There is a cure for cervical cancer if it is detected
early. The gold standard for early cervical cancer diagnosis
is the microscopic evaluation of histopathology images by
a qualified pathologist.[3‑6] The severity of cervical cancer
increases as the immature atypical cells in the epithelium
region increase. Based on this observation, cancer affecting
squamous epithelium is classified as normal or one of the three
increasingly premalignant grades of cervical intraepithelial
neoplasia (CIN): CIN1, CIN2, and CIN3 [4‑6] [Figure 1].
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Normal means there is no CIN; CIN1 corresponds to mild
dysplasia (abnormal change); CIN2 denotes moderate
dysplasia; and CIN3 corresponds to severe dysplasia.
With increasing CIN grade, the epithelium has been observed
to show delayed maturation with an increase in immature
atypical cells from bottom (basal membrane) to top of the
epithelium region.[6‑10] This can be observed from Figure 1.
Atypical immature cells are most dense in the bottom region
of the epithelium for CIN1 [Figure 1b]. For CIN2, two‑thirds
of the bottom region is affected by the atypical immature
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including brain, breast, cervix, prostate, muscle, skin, and
leukocyte.[7,13] In the following, we summarize selected recent
methods to find nuclei in histopathology images in general,
followed by specific methods to find nuclei in cervical images.

a

b

c

d

Figure 1: Cervical intraepithelial neoplasia grades Left to right: (a) Normal,
(b)cervical intraepithelial neoplasia 1, (c) cervical intraepithelial neoplasia
2, (d)cervical intraepithelial neoplasia 3

cells [Figure 1c]. Finally, for CIN3, the atypical immature cells
are densely spread over the whole epithelium region [Figure 1d].
At present, cervical tissue is analyzed manually by the
pathologists with significant experience with cervical cancer.
These pathology specialists are few, and it takes considerable
time to scan the tissue slides. This calls for automatic histology
image classification, which could alleviate scarce professional
resources for image classification, particularly in developing
countries where the burden of cervical cancer is greatest.
A critical challenge for automatic classification is the accurate
identification of nuclei, the small dark structures which undergo
changes as the CIN progresses [Figure 1].
Epithelial nuclei provide critical features needed to classify
cervical images. Although CIN grade classification can be
done by applying deep learning (DL) techniques directly on
the image data without the use of nuclei‑based features, the
accuracy of the classification can be further improved by
fusing a feature‑based trained neural network models with the
DL model. The classification based on the features extracted
from the histology images has shown good results in previous
studies.[11,12] Hence, the detection of nuclei is crucial for correct
results. Detection accuracy can be limited by variations in
tissue and nuclei staining, image contrast, noisy stain blobs,
overlapping nuclei, and variation in nuclei size and shape,
with the latter being more prominent with higher CIN grades.
In recent years, various algorithms have been proposed to
segment nuclei and to extract the nuclei features from digitized
medical images. The accuracy of algorithms to identify nuclei
may be measured in two ways. The first measure is called
nucleus detection or object‑based detection. This nucleus‑based
scoring counts whether a ground‑truth nucleus is detected or
not. The second method is called nucleus segmentation; nuclei
segmentation is pixel-based scoring which counts accuracy
pixel by pixel. Recent reviews by Xing and Yang[13] and Irshad
et al.[14] summarized techniques in this fast‑evolving field for
both nuclei detection and segmentation. The review by Irshad
et al. provided additional material on nuclear features; the
review by Xing and Yang included additional recent studies;
both reviews gave detailed descriptions of methods and results
for the nuclei detection for many types of histopathology images
2

For the general domain of histopathology images, recent studies
have employed conventional techniques, various DL techniques,
and techniques combining both methods. A graph‑cut technique
was followed by multiscale Laplacian‑of‑Gaussian (LoG)
filtering, adaptive scale selection, and a second graph‑cut
operation.[15] Generalized LoG filters were used to detect
elliptical blob centers; watershed segmentation was used to
split touching nuclei.[16] The generalized LoG filter technique
was modified using directional LoG filters followed by adaptive
thresholding and mean‑shift clustering.[17] A convolutional
neural network (CNN) nuclear detection model called “deep
voting” used voting based on location of patches and weights
based on confidence in the patches to produce final nuclei
locations.[18] Stacked sparse autoencoder (SSAE) DL was used
for nuclei detection and compared to other DL techniques
using CNN variations.[19] SSAE sensitivity was similar to that
obtained for the optimal CNN; specificity compared favorably
to CNN.[19] Another voting approach to overcome variable
nuclear staining exploited nuclear symmetry.[20] An additional
voting approach used adaptive thresholding for seed finding
followed by elliptical modeling and watershed technique.[21]
Canny edge detection was followed by multi‑pass directional
voting; results surpassed those of the SSAE. A CNN was
combined with region merging and a sparse shape and local
repulsive deformable model[22] with good results.
In the domain of cervical cytology and histopathology,
automated localization of the cervical nuclei used the
converging squares algorithm.[23] The Hough transform was
implemented to detect the nuclei based on shape features.[24]
Cervical cells were classified using co‑occurrence matrix
textural feature extraction and morphological transforms.[25]
Analysis of cell nuclei segmentation was performed through
Bayesian interpretation after segmentation by a Viterbi
search‑based active contour method. Segmentation was also
accomplished by a region grid algorithm through contour
detection around the nuclei boundary.[26] Nuclei were segmented
using level‑set active contour methods.[27,28] Intensity and
color information were used for nuclei enhancement and
segmentation.[29] A DL framework was used for segmentation
of cytoplasm and nuclei.[30] K‑means clustering was used for
nuclei feature extraction followed by classification based on
fusion.[12] A multi‑scale CNN followed by graph partitioning
was used for nuclei detection in cervical cytology images.[31]
Transfer learning to recognize cervical cytology nuclei using
the CaffeNet architecture was trained first on ImageNet then,
using the trained network, retrained on cervical slide images,
containing one cell per slide.[32]
Semantic pixel‑wise labeling[33] for the detection of nuclei
increases computationally expensive since every pixel
is individually labeled through a series of encoder and
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decoder stacks. U‑Net[34] utilizes up‑sampling approach with
deconvolution layers with 23 convolutional layers, which
makes the network use more memory and more computations.
The nuclei segmentation research here employs DL to extract
nuclei patches, a simple linear iterative cluster (SLIC) model
and a CNN to classify the obtained superpixel data. A group
of similar pixels (superpixels) are classified, requiring reduced
memory compared to the pixel‑wise approach, also reducing
the number of parameters to be tuned. Scoring in the current
study, object‑based detection, is based upon whether nuclei
are correctly detected or not.

Methods
Biologically inspired CNNs operate upon a digital image,
convolving image arrays with the image, producing feature
vectors serving as parameters to the CNN. The automatically
determined feature vectors serve as weights; these are modified
with each iteration as the network learns by training.
The primary goal of this paper is to segment the nuclei in
the epithelium region of cervical cancer histology images by
considering local features instead of features from the whole
image. This local information is used to classify whether the
segment contains nuclei or background. The CNNs use image
vectors as inputs and learn different feature vectors, which
ultimately solve the classification problem. The proposed
methodology is depicted in Figure 2.
To make use of localized information, small image patches are
obtained from the original image using a superpixel extraction
method. Superpixel algorithms are devised to group pixels
with similar properties into regions to form clusters. Optimal
superpixels avoid oversegmentation without information gain,
which is present at the pixel level, and undersegmentation with
information loss, if superpixels are too large. The SLIC algorithm
is chosen as it generates superpixels based on color (intensity)
and distance proximities with respect to each pixel.

Preprocessing

Before extracting superpixels, the original image is preprocessed
using a Gaussian smoothing filter to smooth the input image

http://www.jpathinformatics.org/content/9/1/5

to reduce Gaussian and impulse valued noises, which are
mainly generated during image capture from the slides and
digitization process.[35] The results of oversegmented images
through superpixel generation also indicate the importance
of smoothing the images. The filter’s impulse response is the
Gaussian function, which decays rapidly, so as to select narrow
windows to avoid the loss of image information. This function
divides the image into its respective windows and applies
the cost function. The two‑dimensional Gaussian function is
applied on the input image using a built‑in MATLAB® function.
The standard deviation can be user‑defined; here, we use the
default value of two. The Gaussian filter is applied instead of
a trimmed mean filter because the Gaussian filter processes
our images 3184.16 times faster than the trimmed mean filter.
When the outputs of the algorithms were compared, the output
using the Gaussian filter gave a better superpixel result as
compared to the output obtained using the trimmed mean filter.
The darker nuclei are in general surrounded with red‑stained
cytoplasm inside a cell and the background region is not
stained. Hence, the red, green, blue (RGB) color space of the
image is converted to CIE LAB color space[31,36] to improve
the contrast between nuclei, cytoplasm, and background. The
contrast is further enhanced using a linear transformation,
increasing the scale of pixel intensity from [r min, r max]
to [0, 255]. A morphological closing operation is applied on the
luminance plane (L component) of the resultant CIE LAB color
image to remove any small holes and to smooth boundaries.
The L component represents the perceived brightness, which
further increases image contrast. These operations produce the
initial binary nuclei mask to aid in extracting superpixels from
the image. The generated binary mask reduces computational
overload and reduces challenges due to noise and other
variations in cervical histopathology images, such as variable
staining present in cervical tissue, to provide a binary mask
overlay to guide the next step in superpixel generation.

Superpixel extraction
Superpixels are generated automatically for the test images.
An SLIC algorithm[37] is used to extract superpixels rather than

Figure 2: Proposed methodology
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other state‑of‑the‑art methods[38‑41] because it is faster, is more
memory efficient, has better adherence to boundaries, and
improves segmentation performance. Furthermore, it considers
both color and distance properties which are appropriate with
color orientation of the nuclei around a small region.
A labeled matrix, with size equal to that of the original image,
is obtained as an output from the SLIC function. A manually
generated epithelium mask, which is verified by an expert
pathologist (RZ), is then applied on the labeled matrix to
remove the unwanted region. The resultant matrix is again
relabeled. The minimum size for superpixels, 200 pixels, is
chosen to be larger than the largest nucleus and smaller than the
patch size (256 pixels). The patch width and height (16 pixels)
are chosen to contain all superpixels and all nuclei, as shown
in Figure 3, so that the whole superpixel region is covered
while creating a 16 × 16 × 3 RGB patch image dataset for
training the CNN.
The centroid of each superpixel is computed. With respect to
that centroid, a 16 × 16 × 3 image patch is formed as shown
in Figure 4. A patch is said to be a part of the nuclei region if
nuclei comprise at least 10% of its area. The nuclei region is
given the highest priority as compared to the cytoplasm and
background. The problem of generating 16 × 16 × 3 patches
from superpixels at the edges of the image is solved by
mirroring the image.

Figure 3: A portion of original image with superpixels. Nuclei do not
exceed 16 pixels in height or width or 200 pixels in area

Figure 4: Generation of 16 × 16 × 3 red, green, blue image from
superpixel

Finally, 16 × 16 × 3 RGB input images are obtained from the
superpixels of the original image. As DL benefits from more
examples, data augmentation is performed by rotating the
original image by 180° and extracting 16 × 16 patches.

Data generation

Data generation is done carefully to prepare both training and
test image datasets. For our experiment, a total of 12 images,
six images each from the 71‑image dataset and 62‑image
dataset, are used for training the network. The remaining
121 images are used in the testing phase. Thus, the training
and test sets used for generating results reported in this study
are disjoint. Nuclei segmentation has been investigated in
the previous studies using the 71‑image[22] and 62‑image[25]
datasets, providing benchmarks for this study. Training
images are carefully chosen so that the network understands
how to handle different kinds of images. Observation of
images from the datasets discloses three types of images:
images with light nuclei and light cytoplasm, images with
darker nuclei and moderate cytoplasm, and images with
darker nuclei and thicker cytoplasm as shown in Figure 5.
To balance the training set for the CNN, six images from
each dataset, two images for each of the three image types
are included, totaling 12 images.
Classifying whether nuclei are present or not in the
16 × 16 × 3 patch is a binary classification problem. The
patch target label is obtained from the binary nuclei masks
that are already available in the database. Some of the
portions of the nuclei masks are modified so that the target
4

Figure 5: Images with lighter nuclei (left), darker nuclei with lighter
cytoplasm (center), darker nuclei with thicker cytoplasm (right)

labels represent exact ground truth values. The extracted
16 × 16 × 3 patches are as shown in Figure 6. The label “0”
denotes nuclei and the label “1” denotes background. A total
of 377,012 patches are obtained using preprocessing steps as
shown in Figure 7 (left) for 12 original images comprising
both nuclei and background.
The test data are generated by preprocessing the image
[Figure 7, right]. The luminance plane is used to generate
superpixels, and then, 16 × 16 × 3 image patches are formed
for each individual original image.

Convolutional neural network

As a prestep to train the CNN, all small image patches
are converted to the HSV color plane and then the value
Journal of Pathology Informatics
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plane (V‑plane) is extracted. Before selecting the V‑plane,
various color planes are observed manually and are also
used to train the network. The V‑plane and the L‑plane
(luminance plane) gave promising results. The V‑plane is
considered for this experiment as shown in Figure 6. The
V component indicates the quantity of light reflected and is
useful for extraction from the patches because the nuclei are
typically blue‑black and reflect only a small amount of light.
To classify the presence of nuclei, the CNN is trained with the
features that were generated by convolutional layers using raw
pixel input data. The first stage was a shallow CNN with one
convolutional layer and a following max pool layer. A total
of 36,478 image patches (extracted from two images) were
processed for a quick quality check. To classify the presence
of nuclei, the CNN is trained with the features that were

http://www.jpathinformatics.org/content/9/1/5

generated by convolutional layers using raw pixel input data.
A remarkable improvement in the validation accuracy was
observed when a deep CNN architecture [modified LeNet‑5[42]
model with varied layers and hyper‑parameters as shown in
Figure 8] was considered with multiple convolutional, max
pooling, and dropout layers at the beginning of the network
and three dense neural networks (convolution and dense layers
with a nonlinear ReLU activation function[43]) at the end of the
network. The two neurons in the output layer are activated with
a SoftMax function.
This produced 98.1% validation accuracy on two input images.
Later, 10 more images were included to make the network
learn to classify nuclei in different environments as shown
in Figure 5. Upon training with 377,012 patches of 16 × 16
size (extracted from 12 full‑size images), a validation accuracy
of 95.70% is achieved.
The obtained dataset of inputs and target labels is used to
train CNNs with different architectures, and the following
architecture [Figure 8] gave best results with higher validation
accuracy on test images that were part of the training data.
The training dataset is used to fit the CNN model. A validation
dataset, consisting of 20% of the training dataset, is helpful
to estimate the prediction error for best model selection.
Categorical accuracy (Lµ) is computed between targets (ti,c)
and prediction (pi, c) produced from the validation dataset.
The weights are initialized randomly using Glorot weight
initialization.[44] An adaptable learning rat ∈ (0.0001, 0.03) and
momentum with range ∈ (0.9, 0.999) are applied to the network
while training for 2000 epochs. The architecture produced a
validation accuracy of 95.70% at the end of the 2000th epoch.
The network is trained for 2000 epochs since further training
appears not to decrease validation loss [Figure 9].

Figure 6: Sample 16 × 16 × 3 red, green, blue images and their
16 × 16 V-plane images

The error on the training set is denoted as training loss.
Validation loss is the error as a result of running the validation
set through the previously trained CNN. Figure 9 represents a
drop in training and validation error as the number of epochs

Figure 7: Generation of training dataset (left) and test dataset (right)
Journal of Pathology Informatics
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Figure 9: Training loss, validation accuracy, and validation loss versus
epochs

the trained model. The training set and test set are disjoint.
Figure 11 depicts the nuclei mask generated with nuclei mask
boundaries marked in green.
The DL algorithm applied to both the 71‑image dataset and
the 62‑image dataset shows overall segmentation accuracy
of 97.11% and 93.33%, respectively. Finally, the overall
segmentation accuracy of the combined set is 95.97%.

Figure 8: Convolutional neural network architecture

increase. This is a clear indication that the network is learning
from the data that are given as an input to the network.
Figure 10 (left) shows all 37 × 3 × 3 first‑layer convolutional
feature vectors obtained from the trained network. The initial
layer of the convolutional network mainly focuses learning on
the edge and curve features of the input image. Figure 10 (right)
represents the result of the convolution of the feature vectors
with the 16 × 16 image producing a 32 × 14 × 14 image.
The trained network model is saved along with the weights and
filter coefficients. This saved model is loaded back to test on
the remaining images of the 71‑image and 62‑image datasets
(121 images) by classifying individual patches generated from
each image to assess nuclei detection accuracy. The location of
every superpixel extracted from the original image is saved as
a labeled image. The results of classification are mapped with
the labeled image to finally obtain a binary nuclei mask from
the corresponding original image. The nuclei detection rate
on the test images is then calculated by manually counting all
108,635 original ground truth nuclei truly detected and those
falsely detected by the algorithm.

Experimental results and analysis
Experimental results

The proposed algorithm is applied on both 71‑image and
62‑image datasets, using six images from each of the datasets
for training the CNN. The remaining images are used for testing
6

The accuracy of nuclei detection is calculated on a
per‑nuclei basis by manually recording the true positive (TP)
(i.e., the number of nuclei successfully detected), false
negative (FN) (i.e., the number of nuclei not detected), and
false positive (FP) (i.e., number of nonnuclei objects found).
Using FP and FN totals, accuracy measures are calculated,[25]
including precision, recall, accuracy (μ), dice similarity
coefficient (DSC), harmonic mean of precision and
recall (F1), and Jacquard index, Equations 1–6. Table 1
shows these accuracy measures for the 62, 71, and combined
datasets.
It is observed that if smaller size superpixels are considered,
that is, if finer localization is done, the final nuclei masks are
better. In addition, a deeper CNN shows improved classification
results when compared to a shallow CNN.

Analysis of results

Here, the results obtained above are compared with the results
from benchmark algorithms. The following images represent the
FP and FN cases. Figure 12 (left) represents a FP condition where
false nuclei detection is observed. The circled portion shows the
region where there is no nucleus present in the original image but
detected as nucleus present with a green contour around the FP
object boundary. Figure 12 (right) shows a nucleus misclassified
as background. The undetected nucleus is marked in the original
image, but there is no contour around the marked nucleus. Both
FP and FN cases lower overall object‑based detection accuracy.
precision =
recall =

TP
(1)
TP + FP

TP
(2)
TP + FN
Journal of Pathology Informatics
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Table 1: Nuclei detection results using the deep learning superpixel approach1
Data set

Number of nuclei

TP

FP

FN

Precision

Recall

µ

DSC

F1

JAC

71 set
75,047
74,122
925
1218
98.76
98.38
97.11
98.57
98.56
97.19
62 set
33,588
31,928
1660
469
95.05
98.55
93.33
96.77
96.76
93.75
Combined set
108,635
106,050
2585
1687
97.62
98.43
95.97
98.02
98.02
96.13
1: Accuracy measures given as percentages. TP: True positive, FP: False positive, FN: False negative, DSC: Dice similarity coefficient, JAC: Jacquard index

Figure 10: 32 × 3 × 3 convolutional neural network filters and
32 × 14 × 14 convolved output in first layer

TP − ( FP + FN )

(3)
TP
2TP
DSC =
(4)
2TP + FP + FN
precision. recall
F1 = 2 .
(5)
precision + recall
µ=

TP
JAC =
(6)
TP + FP + FN
Equations 1-6. Nuclei detection accuracy given TP and TN.
The presence of red stains on the image samples always poses
challenges in nuclei detection as the stains are falsely detected
as nuclei by various algorithms, yet some nuclei may lie under
red stains. The proposed algorithm has overcome this challenge
by detecting the nuclei even under the red stains [Figure 13].
The training process of the CNN allows learning about this
feature from the ground truth images.

Comparison of results

This article presents a DL‑based nuclei segmentation approach,
using superpixel extraction followed by a CNN classifier.
The algorithm has achieved an overall accuracy µ of 96.0%
on the combined set, with 97.11% accuracy achieved on the
71‑image dataset [Table 1], outperforming previous cervical
histopathology nuclei detection approaches. Previously,
segmentation based on K‑means clustering followed by
mathematical morphology operations[12] produced an overall
recall estimated at 89.5% on the 62‑set of images. The level
set method and fuzzy C‑means clustering[28] approach on the
71‑image dataset achieved 96.47% accuracy in comparison to
the current 97.11% accuracy. Some recent results in cervical
cytology nuclei detection have produced very high nuclei
detection (object‑based results) [Table 2].[30,45] Nuclei detection
in cervical cytology images is not comparable to nuclear
Journal of Pathology Informatics

Figure 11: Nuclei masks (green) superimposed on the original image

detection in histopathology images. As Irshad et al. noted,
nuclei segmentation “is particularly difficult on pathology
images.”[14] Cervical cytology images have “well‑separated
nuclei and the absence of complicated tissue structures,”
while most nuclei in histopathology images are “often part of
structures presenting complex and irregular visual aspects.”[14]
In addition, we have found that cytology images have a greater
contrast and fewer nuclear mimics.
Table 2 compares the current DL superpixel nuclei results
with previous cervical nuclei detection studies, with results
for all studies using object‑based scoring. The current method
outperforms the previous cervical histopathology study.
Table 3 compares the current study with recent histopathology
nuclei detection studies reported for various tissues, using
object‑based scoring. This object identification accuracy, in
comparison to pixel‑based nuclear outline accuracy, may
be the better of the two measures, because once a nucleus is
known with high assurance, then outlines, texture, and other
characteristics can be scored. The current method for nuclei
object detection outperforms all previous approaches.
There has been a noticeable trend recently in the number
of studies using DL for nuclei detection. DL is a powerful
technique for nuclei detection; with sufficient numbers of
nuclei, DL yields superior performance.[13] Yet, the general
enthusiasm about DL techniques should be tempered with the
7
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Table 2: Cervical nuclear detection versus current deep learning superpixel approach1
Study

Number of nuclei

TP

FP

FN

Precision

Recall

µ

DSC

F1

JAC

LAGCCC[35]
420
378
67
42
85.00
90.00
71.16
87.40
87.00
77.62
MSCNN‑GCCC,3[24]
33,588
‑
‑
‑
‑
‑
99.00
‑
‑
‑
CCNNC[27]
917
900
7
17
99.41
98.20
97.33
98.68
98.80
97.40
LSAC‑FCMC,5,6[25]
75,107
73,791
1662
1316
97.80
98.25
95.96
98.02
98.00
96.12
Current6
75,047
74,122
925
1218
98.76
98.38
97.11
98.57
98.56
97.19
C:Cervical cytology study performed on pap preparations, 1: Accuracy measures given as percentages, 5: Mean of 3 test sets; TP and TN calculated from
given precision and recall, 6: Current method and LSAC-FCM results for 71-set. TP: True positive, FP: False positive, FN: False negative, DSC: Dice
similarity coeffi cient, JAC: Jacquard index

Table 3: General nuclei detection results versus current deep learning superpixel approach1
Study

Number of nuclei

TP

FP

FN

Precision

Recall

µ

DSC

F1

JAC

gLoG2[9]
13,749
11,517
1491
2232
88.55
83.77
67.67
86.09
86.00
75.58
Ellipse voting2[14]
13,749
11,584
1588
2165
88.00
84.25
67.40
86.08
86.02
75.67
SSAE34[12]
750,000
621,375
78,051
128,625
88.84
82.85
66.74
85.74
85.74
75.04
MATDK[36]
3381
2979
744
402
80.02
88.11
61.54
83.87
83.87
72.22
SSDCVR‑CNN5[15]
4748
4266
1337
482
76.14
89.86
57.38
82.43
82.00
70.12
Current
108,635
106,050
2585
1687
97.62
98.43
95.97
98.02
98.02
96.13
1: Accuracy measures given as percentages, 2: Total number of nuclei in 21 test slides is estimated, 4: Total number of nuclei estimated from per-slide mean,
5: Mean of 3 test sets; TP and TN calculated from given precision and recall

Figure 12: Examples of false positive (left) and false negative (right)
results. Note variable staining

reality that datasets often have insufficient samples to allow
learning of nuclei characteristics that vary significantly; besides
nuclei size, shape, and internal features, nuclear staining
varies widely.[20] Since pathologist time is a scarce resource,
the number of pathologist‑marked nuclei in databases remains
over two orders of magnitude lower than the numbers of test
nuclei in large test sets; nuclei detection results are often
estimated from samples of marked nuclei.[12] In some recent
studies, detection accuracy for conventional techniques, which
included incorporation of higher level knowledge, e.g., nuclear
edge symmetry, surpassed DL results [Table 3].[9,12,14,20,46]
Other studies in histopathology have surpassed DL results by
combining conventional techniques with DL techniques. Zhong
et al. fused information from supervised and DL approaches.
In comparing multiple machine‑learning strategies, it was
found that the combination of supervised cellular morphology
features and predictive sparse decomposition DL features
provided the best separation of benign and malignant histology
sections.[47] Wang et al. were able to detect mitosis in breast
cancer histopathology images using the combined manually
tuned cellular morphology data and convolutional neural
8

Figure 13: Nuclei detected even under red stains

net features.[48] Arevalo et al. added an interpretable layer
they called “digital staining,” to improve their DL approach
to classification of basal cell carcinoma.[49] Of interest, the
handcrafted layer finds the area of interest, reproducing the
high‑level search strategy of the expert pathologist.
Additional higher level knowledge has been used to separate
nuclei which touch or overlap in multiple studies. However,
the higher‑level knowledge which pathology specialists use
most extensively is the overall architecture present in the
arrangement of cells and nuclei in the histopathology image.
Thus, certain patterns, such as the gradient of nuclear atypia
from basal layer to surface layer in carcinoma in situ, changes
as the CIN grade increases, and different patterns of a certain
type of cancer, can all provide critical diagnostic information.
There is an interaction between these higher‑level patterns
and nuclei detection; not all nuclei are of equal importance in
contributing to the diagnosis. Future studies could incorporate
higher‑level architectural patterns in the detection of critical
cellular components such as nuclei. Thus, higher‑level
architectural knowledge such as nuclear distribution obtained
Journal of Pathology Informatics
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by conventional image processing techniques fused with DL
techniques will be used to advantage in automated diagnosis in
the future. Since much higher‑level histopathology knowledge
is domain‑specific, the longstanding goal of applying a single
method to multiple histopathology domains remains elusive.

Conclusion
The proposed method of DL‑based nuclei segmentation
with superpixel analysis has shown improved segmentation
results in comparison to state‑of‑the‑art methods. The
proposed method, oversegmenting the original image by
generating superpixels, allows the CNN to learn the localized
features better in the training phase. The trained model is
finally applied on a larger dataset. Future work includes the
application of other CNN architectures as well as fusion with
higher‑level knowledge with the CNN classifier. Features
obtained from the detected nuclei will be used in automatic
CIN classification.
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